
Cowes Harbour Advisory Committee


Friday 18 January 2019  CHC offices   16.00 – 1700


 


MINUTES 

Present 

John Corby, Chair, Waterside home owners, (JC)

Alex Minns, Isle of Wight Council, (AM)

Ben Willows, Sailing & training Establishments, (BW)

Rob Stewart, East Cowes shipyards & wharf operators, (RS)

Daniel Jehan, Cowes Yacht Haven, (DJ)

Giles Peckham, Cowes Clubs and Classes Association, (GP)

Ian Baylis, Commercial vessel operators, (IB)

Kate Kirby, Business Associations, (KK)

Martin Nott, West Cowes shipyards & wharf operators, (MN)

Chris Preston, CHC, (CP)

Bob Holt, Commercial fishermen & water taxis, (BH)

Jess Olden, East Cowes Marina, (JO)

Peter Jackson, Medina Combined Clubs, (PJ)

Jo Gillespie, CHC portfolio for safety & security, (JG)

Stuart McIntosh, CHC Commissioner and Harbour Master (SM)

Mark Slawson, Red Funnel, (MS)

Mark Southwell, RNLI, (MS)

Laurence Mead, Cowes Week Ltd, (LM)


To approve the minutes from the last meeting. 

Approved


Matters Arising 

PJ raised a few matters:  

Freshwater at Town Quay, SM said it was ongoing, still hoping to get an answer from 
Southern Water.   PJ said that it had been rattling along for so long that it was time to 
either get it resolved before the next meeting or draw a line under it.

Signs to be erected on the RIB pontoon to remind people to use kill-cords.  SM said it 
would be in place by the start of the season.




Speed limit sign for the Shrape.  SM said there would be a new sign up in the new 
channel.   JG pointed out that most people don’t observe it and approach too quickly to 
the breakwater and then suddenly slow down.  He had raised the matter at the main 
Commission who felt the area was a buffer zone and as long as people had slowed down 
by the breakwater it didn’t really matter.   BW replied that he felt it does matter hugely, 
particularly from UKSA perspective with young people in dinghies out there learning to 
sail.   SM mentioned that the new Eastern channel is closer to the breakwater so further 
away from the area which UKSA use.   JG summarised by saying he would like the speed 
limit all the way out to the post to be enforced.   He also pointed out that there is also a 6 
knot limit 100m out from the Green which is technically a swimming area.

PJ reported that the signage on the training pontoon is in place.

Finally regarding the East Cowes slipway it had been suggested that a small group be 
convened from the interested parties.  SM replied that it hasn’t really been taken much 
further forward yet and he sees it more something that the IWC should lead on.   He’s 
happy though for CHC to provide a forum for the interested parties.   AM said that IWC 
deemed it safe when the ferry isn’t in but maybe need to be taking it out of action when it 
is in, and whether this would be just signage or a lockable barrier for which people could 
collect the key from somewhere.   PJ said the strong preference from his stakeholders is 
to refurbish an existing IWC slipway on the Esplanade to make it fit for purpose.   JC said 
this was returning to a previous matter discussed at two previous CHAC meetings but 
Red Funnel weren’t going to do it as originally thought.   JC suggested that PJ was the 
right person to lead this forward.   SM didn’t think it should be a CHC led initiative, better 
if it was stakeholder led.   PJ replied that if invited he would be happy to be involved.   BH 
mentioned that the taxis do use the slipway, but JC pointed out they could use the 
Gridiron pontoon.


Harbour safety update 

SM said there were two issues he wanted to mention:  firstly the proposal that the 
temporary GD regarding restricting commercial vessels  over 48 metres in length  movements in 
poor visibility less than two cables, e extended for another three months after the 21st 
January while all the investigations were being completed.  SM stated the only change being 
the removal of the caveat about actions by  the Master in the event that the GD was breached.  
MS said he was ok with the proposals.  SM then said that at the end of that extra three 
months CHC would carry out a further risk assessment and make a recommendation for a 
permanent new GD or not as the case may be.

SM added that RF were reviewing their SOPs for bridge management.   CHC are 
exploring if there are any extra navigational aids which could provide assistance to vessel 
movements.

JG said he was happy with the way this was progressing and CHC is now just waiting for 
the MCA to conclude their review of the incident and for the MAIB to publish their reports 
which will be in the public domain but could take up to twelve months from the incident.




Floating Bridge 

AM reminded everyone from the last meeting that the bridge was running on all tides but 
with the support of the workboat provided by CHC, which although not elegant was 
practical.  IWC had agreed to his recommendation to continue with this arrangement 
through the winter rather than their alternative option to reduce the service.   IWC were 
also going to be offering free saver cards until April as there is a lot of work happening on 
Fairlee Road and IWC want to encourage drivers to use the floating bridge as much as 
possible.   He also mentioned that IWC will tender the contract for the provision of the 
temporary workboat service and may look into procuring their own workboat.   RS asked if 
this would go out to tender and AM thought it would.


Venture Quays 

SM said that CHC have now written to HE and expressed an interest in potentially 
working with IWC, with CHC’s interest being very much just the waterside elements and 
protecting the marine shipbuilding assets.  SM and CHC Chairman have met with the 
Homes England Regional Area Director in London and there are ongoing discussions 
between HE and IWC regarding the transfer of the asset.


Dredging 

SM reported that CHC had commenced the dredging of the Eastern Channel in Early 
January, starting at the northern end working south.  Anticipated duration is six to seven 
weeks.   CHC has also been trying to work with the other dredging stakeholders, for 
example Cowes Yacht Haven, Lallows and CCYC will undertake a maintenance dredge 
and this will go on to late March/early April.   As part of this process CHC’s turbidity 
monitors are out there detecting any increase in turbidity, with nothing particular to report 
yet.   CHC have also completed their annual bathometric surveys of the whole of the 
harbour area, with levels as expected.


Taxis 

JC said he only put this on the agenda because there were no taxis available mid morning 
on Sunday 4th November.  BH replied that the contracted summer service finishes in 
September but that taxis are available from the Folly during the winter months.   Calls 
should auto-direct to CHC.

SM explained that by and large CHC have been happy with the service from the current 
preferred taxi company and had received only four complaints.  The proposal for next 
year, rather than going out to tender each year, is to provide a further year on the same 
terms and the tender again in future years.   The Committee noted tyhis was a stakeholder 
benefit project and agreed that this proposal was acceptable.




Ramps for wheelchairs 

JC said he had been asked by somebody about CHC’s accessibility for wheelchairs onto 
pontoons.   BH said that all pontoons were at an acceptable height for wheelchairs to get 
onto taxis except Trinity which is a bit too high.   JC said he had been thinking more in 
terms of wheelchairs from land onto pontoons and back again rather than on and off 
boats.

BW said UKSA has hoists on their pontoons.  PJ said that Cowes Sailability operate from 
the CCYC.   DJ said that the Yacht Haven were also looking at putting in a hoist.   JG 
thought that CHC should also investigate installing a hoist somewhere and CP suggested 
it would be helpful to include information on disabled access to harbour facilities in the 
Port Handbook.  BW added that there are several organisations which fund things like 
hoists.


Surplus gravel on northern side of outer breakwater 

SM told how Boscalis Westminster had bought more gravel than they actually needed 
when they built the breakwater and are responsible for taking it away.   This matter is 
under discussion with them. 


Moorings for small dayboats 

JC explained how hard it was to find a mooring for a small boat like a Squib and that the 
Daring Class had been in discussions about mooring their boats Mediterranean style 
inside Trinity pontoon.  This wouldn’t be practical for Darings but might be excellent for 
smaller boats like Squibs.

SM replied that CHC are currently in the process of relaying the moorings to the north of 
the small craft channel ( new Eastern Channel), so instead of running north-south these 
mooring chains will run west-east and he is reviewing the event moorings for Cowes 
Week to ensure there is still safe access into the Eastern Channel.  CHC are also 
proposing to run a couple of rows of moorings along the line of the existing small craft 
channel towards the Shrape beacon.

SM said he was also mindful of the increase in large RIBs and where these might be 
moored.

CP asked what the demand was for small boat moorings but JC suggested providing 
them anyway and people would then use them.

LM mentioned that he has been talking to SM about a better RIB park because the Town 
Quay area isn’t enough during Cowes Week and a RIB park at Trinity for at least Cowes 
Week made a lot of sense.

BW asked SM if many moorings would be lost once the Eastern Channel was completed 
and SM replied that there is enough for the current demand.




GP asked about available moorings and SM replied that there is a small surplus right now.  
He also mentioned that CHC has always prioritised the non-engined day class boats 
north of the floating bridge.


Island Planning Strategy 

PJ felt that this was aiming to replace the Medina Valley Action Plan and addresses by 
area the use of the River Medina.  His questions to JC and SM were: would they consider 
CHAC as a potential lobby group, in which case CHAC might respond as a group, or 
should CHAC merely monitor what CHC might do, and should CHAC get a small team 
together to generate a response?   PJ felt that CHAC is a significant lobby body.

JC said that CHAC had done this before a couple of years ago with a great deal of effort.

SM said he had gone through, albeit briefly, all 220 pages of this new Strategy but there 
didn’t appear to be too much detail regarding CHC’s interest and waterfront sites.   CHC 
will probably respond but 80 to 90% was very much towards housing rather than the 
protection of marine employment.   CP pointed out that a high percentage of the pictures 
in the document were of waterside sites and that he had personally written back to them 
with a lot of detailed comments but hadn’t received any response.

JC gave a brief resume of the front page of the document where it listed 641 new homes 
per year and 30 hectares allocated for jobs amongst other things, and although it 
obviously wasn’t all about the Cowes area it would likely involve some of it and it would 
be remiss of CHAC not to follow it.

SM said it did mention Kingston Marine Park, Venture Quays and the Harrison site and 
also refers to a potential new document about retention of sites with water access along 
the Medina for potential marine employment and to protect those.

JC said that IWC keep producing plans with consultations  but nothing ever seems to 
actually happen.  CP added that if there are specific things which really effected Cowes 
Harbour then CHAC should respond, or ask CHC to respond.  He also felt that CHAC 
members should individually respond as well.   JG pointed out that CHAC can petition 
CHC to make representation on its behalf and CP thought that CHC should share any 
response it gives with CHAC.

MN asked if CHAC should be developing an ideal masterplan of what they would really 
like, or would that be a waste of time.   JC said that CHAC had previously all agreed that 
they’d love for Medina Yard become a fantastic marine technical and industrial park but 
were powerless to make it happen.   CP pointed put that CHC had made the MP aware of 
these issues which had then put some political pressure on the IWC and so may have, in 
a small way, helped to save Venture Quays for industry.

IB reminded everyone that two or three years ago some of the local marine businesses 
had a meeting with IWC to try and make them aware of the erosion of marine industrial 
sites but that IWC hadn’t then got the message.   JC remembered going to that meeting 
but felt that enough time had gone by and at IWC the ‘penny was finally dropping’.




AM made the point that if people don’t put suggestions forward they can’t then be critical 
in the future.  This plan will shape any future planning applications because the planning 
department will refer to it.  He also felt that individual responses would be better than a 
group one.

LM said the JC style World class industrial facility didn’t have to be just one site, it could 
be spread to several sites.  SM said that as well as discussing the Venture Quays site with 
IWC, CHC would continue to discuss the other sites with them as well to get a more 
joined up plan.  CHC feel it is important to be at the table and involved so they can have 
input, and engage with CHAC all through that process.  He added that CHC have had a 
lot of conversations with the MP Bob Seely about all this and he has been supportive of 
the joined up partnership approach.   LM thought it would be good if everyone wrote in 
individually but with a common theme.

MN made the point that a lot of boatbuilders in Cowes were working in conditions 
approaching ‘Dickensian squalor’.   JC added that because Red Funnel had bulldozed the 
large sheds in east Cowes, AMC had taken over Medina Yard so there was no where left 
to get a yacht in a shed to work on.   PJ mentioned that there was talk about other places 
such as the land at the Folly with a new access road, and an appropriate level of access 
to the waterfront and marine infrastructure at the Red Funnel site in east Cowes, and that 
these comments shouldn’t be allowed to vanish from the document in future versions.

JC summarised by saying that everyone in the committee needed to read the document 
and find out how it might affect their stakeholders.

PJ then mentioned another press release which came out from the Coastal Community 
Team who are aiming to raise awareness to the Medina Valley with a public consultation to 
help position the Medina valley as an attractive place to live work and visit.  The contact is 
through Natural Enterprise, and AM made the point that it wasn’t  being led by IWC and 
that Natural Enterprise are a charity which used to be called Island 2000.   SM said that 
his Deputy, Jonathan Kidd had gone to a long workshop meeting on it that week.


Pyrotechnic  amnesty 

JC said there didn’t seem to be a harbour combined method of getting rid of old flares.   
SM said that it was a national issue not just an Island one and that the RYA have said it 
should be an MCA and Government responsibility.   On the Island they are classed as 
Class 1 explosives which makes them very difficult to dispose of but that the Police 
Station in Newport will accept a certain amount.   He said that CHC used to have a steel 
collection box which the MCA used to empty.  BW said that UKSA have a storage box 
which they pay somebody to empty and agreed that maybe CHC might be able to work 
with them to share this facility.   BW agreed to send SM the details so it could be 
investigated.


Red Funnel onboard announcements 

JC said he had been contacted by somebody who lives in the Arcade who has requested 
several times to RF that they don’t start their safety briefings until they are out of the 



harbour.   MS replied that RF are legally required to make their safety briefing at the 
commencement of each sailing, and therefore limited in what can be done to reduce any 
noise irritation, but at night-time they do wait until they are outside the harbour.   PJ 
pointed out that this was an East Cowes issue as well and asked if there could be a 
splitter switch that could isolate the speakers from the upper deck.   MS thought this was 
a totally reasonable suggestion and he would investigate whether the ships upper deck 
speakers could be switched off at night.


Chairmanship 

JC explained that his 3 years as Chairman was now up and that Deputy Chairman BW 
had offered to manage the process of selecting the next Chairman.  BW said that he felt it 
was extremely important to follow the correct governance and suggested that after this 
meeting he would email everyone with a summary of what he thought the process should 
be, which was simply that if anyone wanted to be considered they should respond to him.  
Then prior to the next meeting, in May, he would ask anyone that had put themselves 
forward to write a few words about why they should be considered for Chairman which 
would be shared with the rest of the group at the start of the meeting in May.  The 
candidates would then leave the room while everyone else voted on their choices.


Red Funnel’s attitude to owners of boats they’ve damaged 

JC started by saying this was a controversial and sensitive matter and that MS had been 
pre-warned so he could prepare a statement.   JC drew attention to problems that owners 
of boats damaged by RF ferries had in obtaining proper compensation.  He felt that 
especially when moored boats had been damaged and there was no question of liability 
then the matter should not result in an unnecessary and stressful struggle for fair 
compensation.  Declaring an interest in this agenda item JC then handed over to BW to 
chair subsequent discussion.

MS to responded with his statement as follows:

‘Red Funnel very much regrets the navigational incidents which took place in September 
and October 2018, and the damage caused to moored boats, including a number of 
Daring Class. 


As Safety is the company’s highest priority, each of the incidents was investigated 
thoroughly by Red Funnel, and the report subsequently forwarded to MCA and MAIB who 
were content with the report and complimentary about the robustness of the 
recommendations. RF are very grateful for the assistance provided by the 
Harbourmaster’s investigation team. The recommendations have been actioned, to a 
timetable agreed with the Harbourmaster, and the procedural changes flowing from those 
recommendations are being finalised and will be issued by the end of January. 
Recommended equipment changes have already been implemented. An ergonomic study 
of bridge equipment has been carried out this week by the MAIB, who will be sharing their 
findings with Red Funnel in the coming weeks. 




Red Funnel’s insurers work on behalf of Red Funnel to assess any damage caused with a 
view to returning a boat to its pre-incident condition. Following assessment, payment is 
made on the basis of the lower of either the Market Value or the cost of the repairs. 
Recognising that the value of the boats to the owners is more than merely the cost of the 
repair, Red Funnel has allowed flexibility rather than merely agreeing strict interpretation of 
this remit in some claims. 


Red Funnel apologises again to the owners of the vessels which were damaged for the 
anxiety and inconvenience that has been caused to them and the damage caused to their 
boats. Eight vessels were damaged in the two incidents in the harbour. Red Funnel’s 
insurance company has settled six of the seven claims that have been received, agreeing 
to pay the full quote for repairs, invoices for some of which remain outstanding until the 
repairs are complete. There is one claim that remains outstanding. RF have provided the 
owner with a copy of the surveyor’s report of the damage to assist in assessing the extent 
of pre-incident damage and comparing it with damage caused by the incident. The 
insurance company are currently awaiting further correspondence from the owner. ‘


GP added that his own boat had been damaged as well and that he was disappointed at 
the slowness of communication from RF but that it had now all been dealt with 
satisfactorily.


MS said there was one outstanding repair issue which was being progressed. MN asked if 
MS felt that RF had handled this well on a human level because owners would have been 
upset at the time.   MS replied that he had spoken to a number or owners personally at 
the time. 


GP added that the Daring Class was struggling to retain its critical mass with enough 
boats so to lose a boat from the fleet is a serious consideration.


CP said that when this sort of damage occurs, implying that it is just something to be 
sorted by an insurance company is not necessarily the best perceived approach or the 
best response to an owner.


JG said that in the aviation world, which is where he’s from, airlines don’t rely on 
insurance companies to do the right thing, and that this was probably an opportunity for 
RF for some good PR.


RS commended RF for a very recent quick settlement for a scratched car.


BH made the point that after the Kahu fire many people had made spurious claims for 
repairs.




AOB 

LM said that the Cowes Week Executive team were planning to hold a roadshow for the 
town on about the 17th April where people could chat, ask questions and comment about 
the event.


MN said there was only about one more week for new stuff to be included into this years 
Harbour Handbook.


BH asked if defibrillators could be discussed at the next meeting.   BW said there was one 
at UKSA and SM said there was one at Shephards Wharf, CTC and on the Floating 
Bridge.   BH said that maybe there should be signs to where the nearest one was.   JC 
said that CTC were making a map of all the locations.   SM added that making them 
secure in a public place but not too difficult to access was a challenge.   There was one at 
the RLYC but access to it was not at all times and SM said he would ask his Deputy to 
investigate having one at Trinity Landing.


JG referred back to the matter of the speed limit in the Eastern Channel and asked if, then 
there were no event moorings laid, it was acceptable to join the channel from the side, eg 
just outside the breakwater, and only slow down at that point.   SM said he would look 
into it.


Date for next meeting 

Thursday 2nd May


John Corby, outgoing Chairman.


